DAC; Photoshop JPG Compression Quality Level, QL;
metadata-associated art attached to music files, MDA1.

SOUND QUALITY
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN WAV
AND FLAC FORMATS

Methods and Test Systems
The reader is encouraged to read Part 1 for details of
methods and systems used as well as experimental
protocols. We summarize them below for convenience.

Part Two: Zeroing in on the
Problem and Fixing It
Charles E. Zeilig, Ph.D. and Jay Clawson
Introduction
In this second installment of a two part article, we continue
our investigation into why compressed formats such as
FLAC do not sound as good as uncompressed WAV files.
As it turns out, there is more than one cause underlying this
sound quality (SQ) discrepancy. We believe that the
magnitude of these losses are significant enough to be of
some concern to providers of music downloads, streaming
services, and the end consumer. For audio enthusiasts,
these losses border on alarming. In this article we uncover a
new and unexpected source for this problem and go on to
discuss specific ways that suppliers and consumers can
minimize these losses.
In Part One, we reported that increasing numbers of
interconversions from WAV to FLAC and back to WAV
(WFW), as could occur in the process of recording, editing,
mastering aggregating and distribution of music files,
results in a progressive loss of SQ of both FLAC and WAV
files. We found that the progressive SQ loss of WAV files
could be eliminated almost, but not entirely by playback
(PB) using software possessing a large enough buffer
memory. While increased buffer memory slightly reduced
the cumulative SQ loss of FLAC files, the effect was much
smaller and still left a large SQ discrepancy compared to
the parent WAV file. That cumulative SQ losses occur
during unbuffered PB of WAV files indicates that whatever
changes that are created by the FLAC compression process
are actually transferred from the FLAC file to and stored in
the WAV file! After examining several potential methods
to alleviate the problem, we finally and unexpectedly
discovered that removal of associated metadata of FLAC
files reversed most of this loss and also eliminated the
cumulative SQ loss as a function of interconversion steps.
In this article we ask the question: what is the attribute (or
attributes) contained within the metadata that is responsible
for the initial and cumulative difference in SQ between
FLAC and WAV formats? We also analyze the results and
implications of all of our experiments and come to the
conclusion that there are at least 5 factors responsible for
causing a disturbing loss of SQ when using the FLAC
compression system compared to using uncompressed
WAV files.

Abbreviations Used

The basic protocol used for all our experiments is as
follows. The original recording used in these experiments
was obtained from an Acousence DVD-R, ACO-DF 41610
by copying a 192 kHz/24-bit FLAC file of Chabrier’s
España from the DVD-R to the computer hard drive. This
file was then converted to WAV format using dBPA v.14.1,
then back to FLAC. This was repeated 5 times sequentially
to obtain what we have designated as FLAC 0, WAV 0,
FLAC 1, WAV 1 through to FLAC 5 and WAV 5. In each
figure we show the height estimate on the vertical axis
plotted against the conversion number 0 through 5. The
actual order in which each file was sequentially created is
described in Figure 1 of the Part 1 of this two part article.
Throughout these experiments only one brief 6 second
section of Chabrier’s España (occurring from 39 to 45
seconds from the beginning of the first track) was used to
measure the height of specific notes produced by a solo
harp.

Results
As we pondered the results we had obtained so far, it
occurred to us that the cover art attached to the actual
music file might be the most likely source of the SQ
degradation seen in our WFW experiments. We reasoned
that the problem may be due to the load placed on
computer resources associated with computer video refresh
rates when displayed in typical library playback. This
hypothesis was put to the test by removing the MDA
(metadata-associated art) of our original source FLAC file
while leaving the remaining metadata in place. This initial
file was then subjected to our standard WFW protocol as
described in Part 1 and under Methods and Test Systems
above to generate FLAC 0 through FLAC 5 and WAV 0
through WAV 5. Once the files were created and stored on
the hard drive, MDA was added back to every file and then
subjected to height evaluation. There could be three
possible outcomes to this experiment: 1) if MDA was not
responsible, then we would see a hyperbolic decline in
height of similar magnitude as we had seen previously in
Part 1 of this article; 2) if MDA was responsible for the
cumulative decline in height, then adding MDA after WFW
conversions (so that MDA was never exposed to the WFW
process) then FLAC values should not change as function
of increasing conversion number; and 3) if there was
another contributing factor in addition to MDA responsible
for the WFW-induced decline in height, then there would
be some negative slope with increasing WFW conversions

1

Sound Quality, SQ; Double Blind Test or Testing, DBT;
Memory Playback, MEM PB; WAV to FLAC to WAV
format conversions, WFW; J. River Media Center, JRMC;
dBPowerAmp, dBPA; sample rate conversion/converter,
SRC; solid state drive, SSD; digital to analog converter,

We use Metadata-Associated Art, abbreviated as MDA,
rather than cover art to describe the art associated with the
metadata of each musical track. This is because the MDA is
not necessarily the same size, resolution, or compression
ratio as the file that accompanies a typical musical
download. These files (either in jpg, bmp, or png formats)
may be labelled with the name of the album, or folder, or
cover art, and are usually not identical to the MDA.
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but of a lesser magnitude compared to files containing all
the original metadata of the source FLAC file.
This experimental design yielded an unambiguous result as
shown in Figure 1. Possibility number 2 above (i.e. no
change in FLAC height with increasing WFW) proves that
the effect of multiple steps of un-compression and
recompression of the FLAC file itself is the source of
height decline (and SQ decline as well). That the WAV file
also did not change is consistent with our previous results
in Part 1 in which we found that whatever deleterious
effects of FLAC conversions exerted on WAV files were
completely reversed when the MEM PB setting in recent
versions of JRMC was engaged.

original FLAC file that we had copied from the
manufacturer’s DVD-R. Using this starting file we added
back only the MDA and proceeded with our standard WFW
conversion protocol to produce a WAV and FLAC series of
files containing MDA but without ancillary metadata
information. This time, however, we assessed the height
values of all files with the JRMC MEM PB setting
defeated. Under these conditions we were able to replicate
the same pattern of results obtained in Part 1 of this article
using either versions 15 or 19 of JRMC w/o MEM PB. The
results of this experiment are illustrated in Figure 2 and
provide clear cut confirmation that MDA alone is the
source of this type of height and sound degradation. These
results provide convincing evidence that FLAC
interconversions are at the heart of this phenomenon and
that MDA, when included in the WFW conversions, is the
prime contributor to the SQ decline in both WAV and
FLAC files.

Figure 2: Effect of adding back MDA alone to WAV and
Figure 1: Effect of removing MDA before sequential WFW

conversion – then adding back MDA prior to height
measurement. Conditions for this experiment were: System 1
computer using Windows v.8.1; PB software was JRMC v.20;
source FLAC file (open red circle) was obtained by copying from
manufacturer’s DVD-R; source WAV file (open green circle) was
obtained by converting from source FLAC file using dBPA v.15.1;
test FLAC (closed red circles) and WAV (closed green circles)
files were created by sequential interconversions using dBPA
v.15.1; files w/o metadata were created by deleting all available
information exposed in Windows Explorer/ File Properties; all files
were transferred to a dedicated RAM drive prior to measuring
height values. Only the source files were measured in triplicate and
shown as means +/- standard error of the mean (SEM); since all of
the test FLAC and WAV files were judged to be similar, only
single measurements were made for each. In this and all
subsequent experiments, results were plotted 4 to 24 hrs. after the
height measurements were made so as to avoid inadvertent
confirmation bias on height estimates. Repetitive height
measurements were made either in order or in reverse order
sequentially or on separate days so as to be independent of one
another.

To garner additional evidence that this conclusion was
correct, we undertook a second experiment. We removed
the metadata (including the associated MDA) from the

FLAC files first stripped of metadata before sequential WFW
file conversions on height reproduction. Conditions for this
experiment were as described in Figure 1 except that MEM PB
was disengaged in v.20 of JRMC. The order of file creation and
properties of files are as indicated in the Legend within Figure 2.

In Part 1 of this article we came to the conclusion that
whatever was contained within the metadata that caused the
sequential decline in the height and SQ of FLAC files had
to remain after conversion to the WAV format. We now
asked the question whether this held true when only the
MDA was present in the absence of the metadata
information we had removed. It is important for the reader
to remember that the metadata is contained within a
confined small part of the total music file known as the
header. Even though we removed metadata using the Edit
Properties feature of Windows File Explorer, there may be
some information that is not removed.
It seemed logical that the resolution and size of the MDA
attached to a music file might well affect SQ. We
wondered if there was any industry standard for music
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downloaded from various download retailers (e.g.
HDTracks, eClassical, etc.). To answer this question we
examined a random sampling of high resolution downloads
in our possession obtained from several well-known
download sites. In addition, we measured the MDA
properties of a few CD rips with dBPA which
automatically retrieves this information from internet
sources. The results of this survey are shown in Table 1. It
is immediately evident that there is little or no uniformity in
MDA properties and that MDA is not necessarily the same
as the cover art file typically downloaded separately with
the recording. We suspect that this obvious lack of
standardization occurs most likely at the “aggregator” step
just prior to forwarding the product to the final retailer or
distributor. However, we have no insider knowledge of
exactly all that this new middleman in music distribution
does. Moreover, there appears to be little industry
awareness of the effect of MDA size and properties on
ultimate SQ or how MDA size could be optimized to
minimize its impact on SQ.

the shape of these two curves appear to be different, a
negative hyperbolic curve in the case of varying jpg
compression and a sigmoidal curve in the case of varying
jpg compression and a sigmoidal curve in the case of
varying pixel size. This leaves open the possibility that
there could be a third smaller factor affecting height
measurements but we cannot be certain of this conclusion.

To examine this question in more depth we created two
series of FLAC files which contained all the original source
file metadata except the MDA. We then added back a series
of MDA files modified in Photoshop to have varying pixel
size (from 200x200 up to 2000x2000) but saved with a
constant level of compression (Photoshop, Quality Level 6)
(QL 6) in jpg format. The second series of files contained
MDA in which the pixel size was held constant
(1400x1400) and the degree of compression was varied
(using Photoshop, from QL 0 to QL 12). When we
measured the height of each of these files we obtained the
data illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Effect of varying compression or size of MDA on

FLAC file height measurements. Experimental conditions were
as described in Figure 1 except files were not transferred to the
RAM drive and were played back from a normal spinning hard
drive.

To a first approximation, file size alone appears to be the
dominant factor in determining height measurements (and
SQ). This seems logical since the smaller the file the less
the load placed on computing resources. On the other hand,
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TABLE 1 – SURVEY OF METADATA ATTACHED
ART
SOURCE – DL or
RIP / AUDIO
RESOLUTION
(kHz/bits)

Pro Studio MastersDL/44.1/24
Reference
recordings/
DVD/176.4/24

RECORDING
NAME /
LABEL

SUPPLIED
MDA SIZE
ART FILE
(pixels)
IMAGE SIZE
/file size
(pixels)
(kB)
/RESOLUTION
(pixels/inch)

Vivaldi - Conc.
For Various
1000x1000
1000x1000//72
Instruments
/258
/OTM
Saint-Saëns Symp. #3/RR

500x500//72

1425x1425
/72

Torelli Trumpet
1440x1440
1400x1400/300
conc./eClassic
/852
al
Chabrier –
530x530/
Linn-DL/192/24
España
1400x1400/300
92
/Acousence
Chabrier Acousence1414x1414
España
1400x1400/72
DVD/192/24
/306
/Acousence
Brahms Var.
on Theme of
Channel Classics1565x1565
Haydn
1565x1565/72
DL/192/24
/358
/Channel
Classics
Beethoven BIS/eClassical1000x1000
Choral
421x421/300
SACD/DSD/PCM?
/307
Fantasia / BIS
Berlioz Symp.
450x450
Linn-DL/192/24
Fantastique / 1400x1400/300
/81
LINN
B. Marley HDTracks600x600
Legends /
185x185//300
DL/192/24
/437
Island
C. Stevens HDTracksTea For The
1524x1524
185x185//300
DL/192/24
Tillerman
/1224
/A&M
Chesky
Ultimate
706x706
HDTracks-DL/96/24
706x706/96
Demo
/66
Disk/Chesky
Warnes dBPA CD
Famous Blue
754x754
754x754/96
Rip/44.1/16
Raincoat
/109
/Cisco Music
P. Simon1500x1500
HDTracks-DL/96/24
Graceland
500x500/300
/483
/HDTracks
I.
Kamakawiwo'
dBPA CD
ole- Facing
800x800
800x800/96
Rip/44.1/16
Future / Big
/219
Boy Record
CO.
Kent Poon Audiophile
Jazz Prologue
Quintessential
600x600
III - 30IPS
600x600/300
Sound-DL/96/24
/185
Records
/Design w
Sound
Fleetwood
800x800
HDTracks-DL/96/24
Mac
182x182/96
/456
Rhino

eClassical-DL/96/24

In Figure 4 we put to the test what we thought we had
learned so far about how to improve FLAC performance.
Once again, we found one unanticipated result. Using our
standard WFW protocol we generated 0 to 5 conversions.
In the case of the FLAC files only the starting and final
height measurements are shown. We also included the first
FLAC to WAV conversion for comparison with the FLAC
results. The MEM PB setting of JRMC was engaged for all
of the measurements shown in order to obtain maximum
performance (height) measurements. First, compare the
open black hatched and solid black bars. These files were
all generated with the original metadata and MDA of the
source file (pixel size = 1414x1414, jpg compression =
Photoshop QL 6). We see the expected decline in FLAC
height from the 0 file to the 5th conversion file as we had
seen in Part 1 of this article. We also see the significantly
better performance of the 0 WAV file. We then created a
new WFW series, but this time we optimized the starting
MDA characteristics (pixel size = 800x800, jpg
compression = QL 0. These results are represented by the
blue open and closed bars and it can be seen there is a
substantial height improvement of approximately 12-14
inches in all 3 cases. On our SQ scale these height results
translate into what we consider a medium size and a
worthwhile difference. Repeating this experimental design
using either metadata without MDA (red bars) or complete
removal of metadata (green bars) we reach a maximum
FLAC height score in both the 0 and 5 FLAC files that are
statistically better (P>0.95) than the values obtained with
the optimized MDA, resulting in a medium-sized SQ
improvement. However, when we look at the difference
between the height of the FLAC 0 file without metadata
and that of the WAV file without metadata there is still a
difference of 17 inches or a sonically very large ~41 SQ
points. This is in accord with our original findings (reported
in February 2012 in TAS, Issue 220) and our results in Part
1 of this series. We interpret these results as reflecting the
load placed on computer resources required for
decompressing the FLAC file and converting it to PCM
format.
When we compare all of the solid bar WAV file results,
where MDA is optimized or removed entirely (with or
without metadata), there is a remarkable, averaged height
increase of 16 inches or a ~38 point SQ score, which we
consider to be in the large category of improvement.
Statistical analysis showed that there was no significant
difference between the blue, red, and green WAV file
height scores. We did not expect this result but it clearly
shows for the first time that WAV file performance is
compromised in the same manner as are FLAC files by the
presence of un-optimized MDA. If you now compare the
FLAC 0 blue height value with the WAV 0 blue height
measurement, you end up with a difference of 34 inches or
approximately a 68 point difference on our SQ scale! No
one who is serious about music reproduction can afford to
ignore this kind of difference. Even casual listeners could
not fail to notice a sonic improvement of this magnitude.
In order to complete this study of FLAC compression
problems, we decided to re-examine the deleterious effects
of different FLAC compression settings in dBPA on height
reproduction that we originally reported in December 2014
in TAS, Issue 248. In repeating this experiment, we have

added the variable of testing for the effect of the presence
or absence of metadata on the decline of FLAC height
reproduction. The results are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 4: Benefit of optimal MDA settings on height

reproduction of sequential WFW file conversions. Experimental
conditions were as described in Figure 1. Data points are the mean
+/- SEM of 3 independent height measurements.

Figure 6: Effect of metadata and MDA on FLAC height

reproduction at increasing compression levels. Experimental
conditions were as described in Figure 1. Numbers in brackets
represent the compression per cent of each file compared to the file
size of the WAV source file w/metadata.

Given the complexity of the experimental design and the
graph in Figure 6, we will describe the results in step-bystep detail. Starting with the original source FLAC file
copied directly from the manufacturer’s DVD-R (green
open circle), we ran a control measurement of this file from
which the metadata had been removed (red open circle). As
we had seen previously, when played back in JRMC with
the MEM PB setting engaged, it produced a marked
increase in height reproduction. The original FLAC file
(with metadata) was then converted with dBPA to WAV
format (green circle with black fill) and used to generate a
Figure 5: Effect of metadata and MDA on FLAC height

reproduction at increasing compression levels in dBPA.
Experimental conditions were as described in Figure 1. dBPA
v.15.1 was used to create various levels of compression ranging
from (U)ncompressed to the 0 level of compression and up to the
number 8 compression setting. The gray bars represent size of the
resulting files expressed as a percent of the original starting WAV
files The height of the starting WAV file measured 78+/-2 inches.
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The starting FLAC file for these experiments was copied
from the DVD-R. This file was first uncompressed using
dBPA to yield the starting WAV file. This file was
duplicated and the metadata removed (including the MDA)
from the copy. These two files were then used to generate
the actual compression sequences with and without
metadata as a function of compression setting using the
latest version of dBPA (v.15.1). This produced two
negative hyperbolic curves as the degree of file
compression increased, ultimately converging at dBPA
settings between 2 and 4. From setting U (FLAC format but
uncompressed) to setting 2, it was still possible to detect
significant beneficial effects of metadata removal. The
approximate 12 inch height difference at the U position is
substantial and converts to 29 points which borders on the
threshold of the large category difference on our SQ scale.
The conclusion to be drawn from these results is that
increasing FLAC compression levels produces a substantial
(very large) decline in sound quality, even though the files
are supposed to be bit-for-bit identical. Moreover, even
though the U setting in dBPA produces a file that is slightly
larger than the original WAV file, and hence the combined
metadata plus the music file cannot be bit-for-bit identical,
this fails to fully restore the original sound quality of the
parent WAV file by a noticeable amount. As we had seen
previously, the degree of file compression at the various
settings in dBPA yielded a decline in file size (indicated by
the gray bars) that is quantitatively uncorrelated with the
compression settings. This perplexing observation suggests
that there is no good reason to use the manufacturer’s
suggestion to use setting 5. If you must save storage space
we would recommend using setting 0 to minimize FLAC
SQ loss as much as possible.
Discussion
We undertook this lengthy investigation of FLAC-induced
WAV file sonic degradation because of the strong negative
reaction we received as a result of our original description
of this phenomenon. This criticism emanated from those
whose belief system was based on a one dimensional view
of the FLAC system of lossless compression and their firm
belief in the argument that “bits are bits”. Our hope was
that we could reproduce our original findings and expose
the source of this FLAC-induced decline in WAV file SQ.
We believe that we have been successful in meeting our
goals with the powerful aid of our height method for
measuring SQ. Our results provide a two-fold benefit first
to the purveyors and consumers of high resolution music
files and second to those who have been lulled into a
mistaken dependency on DBT and ABX for studying SQ.
To summarize, we have found at least four different
reasons why the lossless FLAC compression format
degrades the SQ when compared with uncompressed WAV
files. These are:
1. The pixel size and file size of the cover art
attached to the metadata (MDA);
2. The degree of compression and file size of MDA
as created in typical photo editing software;
3. The degree of FLAC compression and file size
according to the settings within dBPA;
4. The process whereby FLAC files are
uncompressed and converted to PCM format2
(i.e. the degree of CPU and memory utilization).

These factors are independent of one another and, acting
together, result in disturbingly large degrees of SQ loss.
While the MDA effect can be minimized or reversed, the
FLAC compression and decompression effects2 appear to
be permanent unless replaced by MDA never exposed to
prior conversions. The mechanism for the SQ damage of all
of the 4 factors listed above results from their interaction
with computer/server playback processes. The effects of
this extra loading on computer functioning, although
apparently small, must degrade the computer-generated
data sent to an external DAC. As discussed by others in the
field, these effects are thought to involve several forms of
jitter, power supply fluctuations, and noise which
ultimately compromise the optimal functioning of the
digital and analog sections of the DAC. It is possible that
the absolute magnitude of these losses could be reduced to
some degree in a purpose-built, maximally optimized
computer server (as opposed to Computer 1 used for many
of these experiments) but this has yet to be properly
examined or quantified.
We suspect that similar problems would also occur with
any compression system including ALAC files. Without
measuring these other types of lossless compression
formats, we cannot know whether they would be of greater
or lesser magnitude than what we report here. But, the issue
of cover art optimization is likely to persist regardless of
compression format. Also, based on our comparison of the
MAC operating system (OS) vs. the Windows OS (see
January 2015 TAS, Issue 249), it is likely that the PC will
continue to show an advantage, especially with the
introduction of Windows 10 (which in our experience
appears to be more efficient than Windows 7 or 8.1 and
sounds better).
In Part 3 of our original series of articles on Computer
Audio Sound Quality (see February 2012, TAS Issue 220)
we posed the question “Is FLAC a Fraud?” From a bits-arebits standpoint we concluded at that time that it must not be
and we speculated, without proof, that the negative SQ
effect was likely due to some jitter-related phenomenon.
The intent of the originators of the FLAC compression
method was to create an equivalent but smaller SQ product
(compared to WAV), in an historical time period when
computer storage (and internet bandwidth) was
significantly smaller and more expensive than today.
However, thanks to Moore’s Law, storage is plentiful and
cheap today. Never could the authors of FLAC be
suspected of fraud of any sort. However, from the

2

See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FLAC. Since the coding for
correct retrieval of the uncompressed WAV file is apparently
stored in the header/metadata section, we wonder whether
extensive manipulation of this critical area, such as various
compression settings or multiple FLAC to WAV conversions,
might lie at the heart of many of our findings. Presuming that the
process of reconstructing a WAV file from a compressed FLAC
file (where compression first eliminates data - hence lossy
compression) is apparently a lossless procedure, the originator of
the FLAC compression method might well have underestimated
the disturbance data reconstruction causes on various computer
resources and the consequential effect on perceptible SQ loss.
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standpoint of the results we have now discovered, we
would strongly suggest it is not prudent to put all of your
most valued sonic marbles in the FLAC (or ALAC) basket.

what they deliver to the customer. Nonetheless, our results
show that there is no FLAC compression setting that equals
the SQ of the native WAV file.

On the basis of our results thus far we can make specific
recommendations to the music industry for preparing and
issuing improved music files for download.
•
First, base music downloads on files that have not
been the product of repeated WFW conversions
prior to final sales.
•
Second, since storage capacity is so cheap these
days, unless there are bandwidth download speed,
or maintenance of metadata concerns, use no
compression (WAV or AIFF versus FLAC or
ALAC).
•
Third, use a download manager that can add fresh
metadata from internet sources just before writing
to the customer’s storage device.
•
Fourth, if you must use the FLAC format, supply
files created using the dBPA software with the
uncompressed “U” or no less than the 0 setting.
Never follow the recommendation of dBPA to
use setting 5.
•
Fifth, make metadata-associated cover art no
larger than 800x800 pixels with maximum or
near maximum jpg compression (similar to
Photoshop QL0 or QL1). When ripping your own
CD collection, be sure to follow this same advice.

FLAC files with the highest compression levels indicate
that there is something rotten in Denmark! We speculate
that these are poorly recorded performances, up-converted
to look like high resolution files, and foisted off on
unsuspecting consumers at premium prices.3 This is a
practice that must be exposed and stopped. In fact, in the
world of supposedly high resolution recordings, we are
living in the era of the American Wild West with no laws
or standards of corporate behavior. We suggest that the
industry returns to something similar to the system in effect
when CD’s were first introduced. That is, the AAD, ADD,
DDD, and DAD codes indicating how the files were
created. There should be a standardized pricing scale such
that AAD<ADD<DAD<DDD followed by DSD or PCM
plus recording resolution. This might look like ADD192/24PCM and let the corporate accountants get on with
honest marketing.

Given our results showing the effect of increased software
playback memory allocation to reverse the effects of WFW
conversions, the role of memory throughout the hardware
chain has also been shown to improve SQ. In typical
computer servers, there are many locations where data must
be passed through quite small buffered memory. Also,
providing extra-large memory resources such as in the
Original Mark Porzilli/Laufer Teknik Memory Player, the
PS-Audio PWT Transport, and years earlier the Genesis
Digital Time Lens, provide proof of the benefit of
expanded memory in digital SQ, presumably through a
jitter reduction mechanism. It may well be that the industry
as a whole has vastly underestimated the importance of
very large memory capacity both at the source and at the
DAC, either for production cost reasons or simply because
the importance of this factor has been greatly underestimated.
There is one final problem that we would like to address
concerning FLAC compression settings which we referred
to in Part 1 as an unrecognized but very insidious problem.
It has been brought to our attention by a good friend who
has purchased a very extensive collection of classical and
jazz downloads, that when you calculate the actual
compression per cent (FLAC(kB)/WAV(kB) x 100) you
see percentages from a maximum 83% down to a minimum
of ~1%, with the majority hovering around 50%. Those
files compressed at the 75-83% level uniformly sound
distinctly poor (even dreadful might not be too extreme an
adjective). Those around the 50% level have likely been
created using dBPA at their recommended compression
setting of 5. The small minority of downloads around the
38% level and lower likely represent FLAC compression
settings of U, 0, or 1 and suggest that these manufacturers
are aware of what we have quantified in this study and care

For the audiophile perfectionist, replacing the normal MDA
with a homemade version consisting of just the album
name and performer in black type on a white background
might bring further audible SQ improvements. We suppose,
though, that you might need a system exceeding $400,000
or so to detect a benefit. Unfortunately, we have yet to put
this to the test. Sigh! In the meantime, keeping the MDA at
a size around 100 to 150 kB seems to be optimum for
maximizing SQ while maintaining a convenient size for
viewing MDA in your playback software library.
For adherents of rigidly objective testing protocols, we
agree that bits are indeed bits, but you best be sure you look
at all the bits, as well as what time their train arrives at the
station, and watch out for the gravel on the tracks. Please
refrain from allowing your preconceptions or prevailing
dogma to lead to a snap conclusion until you have done the
experiments yourself using high quality sound systems,
even if you don’t believe they make a difference. And,
don’t count on DBT, ABX or nonsensical NULL tests
being the end-all of determining SQ.
We hope that the results obtained in this article validate the
value of the height method for quantifying performance
differences under difficult conditions and in a cost-effective
way. We would be remiss if we did not point out how
difficult it is to make these measurements, the requirement
for real world extensive experience and familiarity with
live music, and how to properly evaluate many relevant
sonic characteristics for internal consistency. Last but not
least, a well-developed long term musical memory and an
ability to concentrate for extended periods of time are
essential for success in using the height method as we have
described it in this study. We believe we have found an
easier way to use height as a proxy for SQ quantification
3

Direct evidence that this speculation is correct comes from the
ability of the PS Audio DS-DAC used in these experiments to
display actual sampling frequencies and bit-depths. All of the files
showing compression ratios in excess of ~75%, while being
marketed as 24-bit recordings, show actual bit depths of 20, 18 or
16 bits suggesting intentional or unintentional practices.
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and hope to report on this improved method in a future
article.
Ultimately, improved sound quality is a means to improve
the emotion that music stimulates. As we wrote in our last
series of articles, we know that a tape measure cannot feel
happy or sad, but by using a system that correlates with the
way music is supposed to sound, we increase our chances
for experiencing a meaningful emotional experience. And
this is what the human spirit covets.
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